Pseudomonas aeruginosa is a Gram-negative bacterium that is the leading cause of hospital acquired infections. While this bacteria is present in water and soil, this bacteria only severely affects severely ill patients, such as those with cystic fibrosis. In cystic fibrosis patients, the bacteria will lodge in the lungs and form a coating, called a biofilm, around itself to protect it from the natural defenses of the body and antibiotics. This biofilm is formed by exopolysaccharide sugar, known as alginate. The goal of this project is to, by isolating some of the proteins that help produce the biofilm, find the three-dimensional structure of those proteins. This will make it easier for various pharmaceutical research companies to create a drug to inhibit the specific active site in the proteins, preventing biofilm formation and allowing the infection to be treated with traditional antibiotics. The proteins encoded by two genes were picked for this study, algK and algX. Both are believed good targets because they have been shown in previously written papers to be critical to formation of the biofilm in P. aeruginosa. (1, 2) The cloned genes (in the form of a plasmid) previously obtained were used in the transformation step into E. coli. The lab protocol for general transformations was followed. To show that the bacteria were actually producing the protein we needed, the growth tubes were harvested; the cells lysed, and run on a 10% acrylamide gel to check for protein expression in the experimental versus control sample. The algK gel was inconclusive, however algX clearly overexpresses in large quantities. While most of the protein is insoluble, enough is soluble to warrant complete purification of the protein to set up crystallization trays. The current problem is how to optimize purification, because it co-elutes from a nickel column with contaminating proteins. A slow concentration bump of the buffers used to purify is being tested to see if it helps with this problem.
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